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''Tell the truth and don· t be afraid."

Finding an alternative

Faculty Senate
seeks more
faculty input
By Tanvnle Sloup
Adu itisb atior I edD"

Kristen Culp I staff photographer
Freshman accounting major Angie Luitjohan and freshman elementary education major Christy Port talk outside the Triad. The Triad
Dining Service was closed in August to make room for a 24-hour computer lab.

Students deal with the closing of Triad dining
&Jitor 's note: This is the first story in a
series of three examining the recent
changes to PanJher Dining &rives and
how it impacts students.

ByAmylhon
Campus editor

Triad residents say closing the
Gregg Triad Dining Service has been ao
inconvenience and a difficult adjust-

ment
"It's an inconvenience in the morning
when I want to gel breakfast before my
8 o'clock class." said Jason Biller, a
junior geography major. "1 need more
time between classes (to eat)."
The dining service, which served
McKinney, Ford and Weller Residence
Halls was closed in August as a part of
the changes made to Panther Dining this
summer. A 24-hour computer lab will be

put in its place.
''It was one of the best food services
on campus," said Courtney French,, a
senior dietetics major. "Why close down
one of the places a lot of people go to?"
He also said he thought the dining
service was popular with many students
and if a dining service had to be closed
it should have been a smaller one. such

See TRIAD Page 2

The Faculty Senate Tuesday suggested having a
faculty rep~ntative on Eastern's Board of Trustees
to increase the amount of faculty input.
Senate member Anne Zahlan said Eastern
Pre.9dent David Joms had previously advised the senare take its concerns to I.he Bar.
"Just someone to sit (oo the board) and talk about
concerns (of I.he faculty)," Zahlan said.
Since there is a srudent rq>resentative on the board.
faculty should also have a representative, '.Zahlan said.
Liz Halbert, student vice president for public
affairs, is the student trustee who wac; chosen to represent the student body on Bar and she is allowed a
vote on the board.
''Many boards around the counuy have a faculty
representative that votes," said James 1id""elJ, Faculty
Senate chair.
Zahlan said she would be happy if the faculty
could just be represented. even if the faculty member
could not vore.
Senaie member John Allison said he is confident
the faculty could work with the board and if the student representative should be able to vote, so should
the faculty member [lf one is chosen).
Tidwell said the senate executive committee,
which consists of the chair, vice chair and secretary,
will look into the issue.
The senate also ~ planning another selfassesmieot retreat after the one planned for last summer was canceled.
'Iidwell said the retreat would be an open meeting
because I.hey will be conducting university ~
but there would be no fonnal agenda
He said the retreat would act as an "orientation"
and old senate members would be invited to participate.

Some senate members~ ooncem that the
retreat signaled that there are problems that need to be
fixed in the senate.
''I don't feel Jj\ce fixing (problems) is as great as it
was perceived last spring." z.ablan said

Seoare member Janice axe said her department

See SEIATE Page 2

restler injured in February attack slowly returning to form
use of his right
band.
He said not having the use of his
right hand made his summer job difficult at times but be enjoyed working
with the children.
"Overall, I think I did the ~t job I
could. I think (the kids) appreciated it.,"
Lechtenberg said.
He was one of the five Eastt!m students who were injured when at least
three unknown suspects swung a tire
iron at them soon after they exited I.he
bar.
Lechtenberg said before the accident he was more confident and was the
type of person who jumped into siwations, thinking about the consequences
later.
"My personality has changed. My
friends said they can tell I've changed.
I'm not as confident as I used to be," be
said '1 think about my actions before I

semester to regain the

A former Eastern wrestler said six
of rehabilitation near his home
1i9oomlin·gdale has changed his per. and outlook on life.
Le.chtenberg, a junior physical
· major, underwent rebabilitatreatments at Marian Joy Hospital
on for injuries 5Uffered during
. 20 attack outside Mother's Bar,
Monroe Ave.
's different being back and trying
back into the swing of things,"
berg said. "I'm uying lO keep
and do what I can to get better."
spent bis summer continuing
and occupatiooa1 therapy aod
as a counselor at a camp for
ped cbiJdren. Lechtenberg
the right side of his body was still
this summer but through
!111111.....,,., use of this right side is
slowly. Lechtenberg said
continue rehabilitation this

do them now."

l..echtenbeig said be never considered finishing bis degree at anocber

school.
"lt would be stupid to start all over.
I'd rather finish up here," he said "I had
no reason to leave."
Lechtenberg said he will go out this
semester with his friends.
"I'll go out., the only place I won't
go is Mom's," he said. "It will bring up
memori~...
He said he will not participate in
wrestling because be cannot have physical comact for a year because of the
injuries suffered to his head.
"As of right oow, I'll be watching
from a distance. Whatever I can do to
help out I will," Lecbtenberg said.
Recovering from the attack is something Lechtenberg continues to work
on, but what he says helped the most
was support from family and friends.
"Suppon of friends and family
(helped me recover). I knew what I had
to do to get back." Lecbtenberg said.
'Thanks ro the people around here for
helping me out and keeping me in their
tbougms and prayers."

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
Former wrestler Paul Lechtenberg is still trying to put his lile back together after
l*rlg attacked outside of Mothef's Bar last February. Lechtenberg is still in pt'rfsical ther8'lY tor his quries.
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EiStem Survey says teen drug use on ris
News
WASHINGfON (AP) - Just as
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exposed to drugs, their parents are
losing influence over their lives,
according to a new swvey that suggests ages 12 and 13 are critical years
in the fight against drug use.
Few 12-year-olds know bow to
buy marijuana or know someone
who has used bard drugs, but about
three times as many do by the time
they are 13, according to the survey
from
Columbia
University's
National Center on Addiction and
Substance Abuse.
"In no ocher year does a child's
access to drugs and attitude about
drugs shift so precipitously," said

Joseph A. Califano Jr., the center'i;
president and secretary of Health.
F.ducarion and Welfare in the Carter
administration.
The swvey also found that teens
think the drug problem is considerably worse than their teachers and
especially their principals do.
For instance, 78 percent of teens
say their schools are not drug free;
just 18 percent of principals agree.
And while ooly 15 percent of high
school principals say the school drug
problem is getting worse, half of students and 41 percent of leaChers
believe it is.
"Principals make monkeys of
themselves as they reveal their see no

evil, hear no evil. speak no evil posrure." Califano said
The annual swvey found that for
the fourth consecutive year, teens
said drugs were the most important
problem they face. And the percentage of high school students who
report that drugs are used, sold and
kept at their schools continued to
inch up, rising to 78 percent this year
from 72 percent in 1996.
Overall. 41 percent of 17-yearolds said they had smoked marijuana,
while 39 percent said they drank and
23 percent said they smoked in the
previous 30 days.
Among 12-year-0lds, 9 percent
reported drinking in the past month,

while just 1 percent said they
smoked recently and 2
reported using marijuana.
The survey found those
increased most sharply between
14 and 16, yet attitudes and e
to drugs change earlier, with !he

dramatic differences between l 2l3-year-0lds.
More than three times as
13-year-olds said they w
report a student they saw using
A 13-year-old is less afraid of
ting caught using illegal drugs
relies less on parents - and more
friends - in making important
sions.1\vice as many 13-year-olds
have no adult at home after schoci

Gauge of future economic activity rise
NEW YORK (AP) - A key gauge of future
economic activity rebounded in July after
hinting at a recession in the months ahead.
But manufacturing remained in the doldrums last month.
Altogether, three reports, including one
showing construction spending reaching a
record high in July. painted a picture
Tuesday of an economy that continues to
grow slowly after its sizzling pace early in
the year.
"We are barely going to avoid a recession,

but perhaps not much more than that," said
Sung Won Sohn. chief economist at Norwest
Corp. in Minneapolis.
The reports were prepared before the latest upheaval on Wall Street. The Dow fell
more than 500 points on Monday, wiping out
this year's gains.
Some fear the downturn could lead people
to curb their spending, tipping the economy
into a recession.
President Clinton, speaking during a visit
to Moscow, sought to calm American

investors unnerved by the financial tu
roiling global markets. "We believe our
damental economic policy is sound," he
The Conference Board, a private re
group, reported its Index of Lea ·
Economic Indicators gained 0.4 percent
July, reversing two months of declines
had raised the specter of a downturn ah
The index advanced to 105.4 in July,
ahead of economists· expectations.
"There is little risk of recession in
near term," the board said in a statement.

Serious crime down in Illinois Triad
SPRINGFIELD
Reports quality of life for Illinoisans."
(AP) -

of serious crime decreased in Illinois
in the first half of this year, continuing a trend that has prevailed over six
of the last seven years, stale police
reported Tuesday.
Rcp6ns of serious crimes including such categories as mwder.
~xual
assault and robbery
-decreased 2.8 percent in the first six
months of 1998 compared with the
same period last year.
"Every category of serious crime
dropped. .. said State Police Director
Gene Marlin. "It is significant
because fewer crime.' tmnslates to
less pain and suffering and elevated

Repons of arson decrea..00 8 percent; robbery, 7.1 percent; burglary,
6.1 percent; criminal sexual assault,
4.7 percent; aggravated assault and
bancry. 3.2 percent; murder, 3.1 percein: motor vehicle theft. 2.3 percent;
theff, l~ ~nt: The number of
domestic violence reports decreased
from 66,366 to 64,725, and hate
crimes dropped from 205 to 188.
But some categories of crime saw
barely any change. Crimes against
children went from 18.975 to 18.971,
and crimes against school per.iOl1flel
dropped by just one - from l , 170 to
1,169.

Senate

Tidwell also discussed his
meeting with Lisa Huson, Eastern
counsel, and an assistant Attorney
Gener.ii in Springfield regarding
Illinois Open Meetings Act and
what councils and committees the
act applies to at Eastern.
"It is an i~ue whether the committee has a fotmal. place in the
university and is recognized by the
Board of Trustees," Tidwell said.
He said he and Huson concluded that the Faculty, Student and
Staff senates, Council on
University Planning and Budget,
Council on Academic Affairs,
Council on Graduate Studies.Council on Teacher Education
and the Council for Faculty
Research all must abide by the
Illinois Open Meetings Act.

from Page 1
(botany) has gone on retreats and it
has always been a positive experience.
':fliere are a lq! of reasons to
have a retreat," Coons said. 'There
is always room for improvement"
The senate also will hold its
annual Fall Forum and Tidwell
said he will request feedback for
ideao; and issues to focus on during
the forum.
"We try to focus on one or two
topics." Tidwell said.
The previous forums have
included topics such as strategic
planning and graduate studies.

from Pagel

as Pemberton.
Jody Hom. director of dining services. said w has heard complaints
from students that the Triad had the
be;t food la'1 year and she knows it is
missed by Triad residents.
"Just because we closed it, people
miss it." I lorn said. "It wac; a nice little dining SCIVice. It was little. but it
was big enough to make a difference.
Pemberton wouldn't have made a
difference."
She said the Triad was chosen to
be closed because the residents
already had to leave the building to
eat meals and t11ey were located close
enough to ot11cr dining service such
as Stevcrtson and Taylor Halls. She
also said it was an ideal location for
the computer lab that students
reql.le$ted.
"I don't want to walk, especially
in the winter when it will be cold,"
said Kumi Takasu, a ~ speech
communications major. She also said
she liked the Triad because it was
small and she knew the people who
ate and worked there. Yuki Okubo, a
junior sociology major, agreed.
''I liked to eat at the Triad because
I liked the atmosphere. I could eat by
myself. Taylor and Stevenson arc so
big it's kind of lonely.'' C».."Ubo said.
1be Triad also served a vegel.ari.an
item at lunch and dinner.
"'There is no vegetarian line, I'm
sick of eating cheese sandwiches,"

said Amanda Furlan. so
computer and political science
Currently. there is DO V
line included in the new ·
options but vegetarian options
offered.
''There is not a vegetarian ·
Hom said. "We are trying to hi
on the <581-FOOD) hot line
person w~ irltarested in~
choices can go."
Triad residents were not con.
before the change but were
by a letter this summer.
"One of the main problems I
is that our considerations v.
taken into account. I think \\e
have been consick..'fed.... said
Bailey, a sophomore biology/c
istry premed major.
"If we· d have known before
left, a lot of Mc Kinney people "'
n't be living in McKinney now,"
Jennifer Miller. a junior env·
tal biology/zoology major.
The computer lab is not yet
for student use and some residents
saying it will be a waste of space.
"But they are not even
construction on the computer lab,
it's just an empty building."
Catherine Anderson. a j
English/ psychology major.
Hom said no employees were
but the management was
tured. She also said student e
ees are still being hired
"We've had a loc of fl
about the other changes. but
much :specifically about the 1i ·
Hom said. "We still have c
make."

DISCOUNT TOKENS!!!
Your one stop shop for all your collegiate needs
* Innovative Products
* Complete Line of Clothing
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*Easy Copying and Faxing
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EIU Alumni
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Incomplete grades
to be examined
CAA to look at Ciefault' grade as alternative
By Tammie Sloup
Admirnstration editor

I

alittle "Crazy"
Cail,asophomore political science major, bowls with friends Tuesday evening at ·crazy" Bowling
Cultural Extravaganza week in the bowling lanes of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

her friends came to have fun and to support the Black Student Union.

The Council on Academic Affairs
Thursday will discuss an alternate grade
for students who receive an incomplete in
a course and a proposal to establi~h a
clearer deadline for incomplete grades.
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of lhe Manin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Bill Addison. CAA chair. said the current policy wac; reviewed by the College of
Deans and they recommend faculty distribute an alternative or "defauJt" grade.
"One of the (current) problems is it is
very easy for incomplete grades to be
extended indefinitely," Addison said...If a'
~tudent' 'i~ reaey' td 1gradoate and receives .,
an incomplete in a class from two years
ago and the facuJty member is gone, (the
university) has to track the facuJty member down."
The current routine for students who
want to extend their deadline for an
incomplete grade is to have their adviser

sign a waiver. then the chair and finally the
dean. Addison said. If the student is still
denied. the waiver can be appealed to the
university's
Academic
Appeals
Committee.
The CAA also will discu% a proposal
that will require students to appeal to lhe
university academic appeals committee if
they want to exceed the academic load
while student teaching.
There also will be further discussion
regarding academic load policy changes
for the summer term.
"Currently, students cannot take more
than five hours during intersession,"
Addison said. "We want to re-visit the
issue of allowing six hours."
' Typically students c~ o).!ly take .one
class during intersession untas they liiivt ...M
a senior seminar. which is two credit
hours. he said. If the academic load limit is
six credit hours students will be able to
take two classes.
The CAA will probably establish a
small subcommittee to examine the issue
further, Addison said.

dent Senate to discuss fee increase, department merger
By Joe Sanner
Sluiert~edb

Sludent Senate Wednesday will discu.-.s
poposals affecting tuition and fees, a
on the borany/zoology meiger and
to boards and councils.
~ will m(!Cl at 7 p.m. in the
l1t1Room •Of· the McUtin Luther
University Union.
poposing a 2.5 percent tuition increase
in the n~ of hours fuJl-time
can be charged tutnon by the hour rang1910 17 may be voted on.
Cosentino, student senate speaker, said
10 lower the level by which students
cuition by the hour has been
m lac;t spring and he believes the
d come to a decision soon.
llOOld hope they've discussed it this
be said. "But we've been talking about

that since last March. ••
cover about 25 to 30 percent of the cost-. of the
According to the Student Senate, rea.soos for service.
the cuition iocrea5e include:
The other 60 to 75 percent of the costs would
• declining state support
be covered by a $2.50 per semester student fee.
The shuttle service is expected to be opera• acquisition of new technology
tional by Nov. l and students may have a chance
• i~ing library materials and ~ts
to vote on the new fee on Sept 15 and 16.
• increasing federal regulations
c~ntino s.'lid the vote may be extended to
• growing deferred maintooancc backlogs
/ • l'eCnlitiI1g and retaining a quality faculty and , Sept 22 and 23 qefore the pIQPOSa] is sent to
Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs,
staff.
~em's President David Joms said at the for further review.
"The latest (senate members) could vote on it
April 22 seruue meeting that the majority of the
exaa revenue generaied would go to ~ing is September 9," Cosentino said.
Sen.a.le members also will discuss and pos.~
facuJty salaries.
Tu:o fee increases senate members will dis- bly vote on a reM>lution dealing with the formacw;s are a poo.sible sllldent activities fee iocrea5e tion of the department of biological sciences.
Kevin Franken, senior environmental bioloand a new student fee to cover the cosL-> of a stu'Cf major. is expected to deliver a resolution condent shuttle bus service.
Student Senate members and the Charleston cerning the new department to senate members
Chamber of Commerce have been worlcing to early this week.
Franken's resolution proposes that members
raise funds from area businesses that would

of the committee looking imo the merger should
also be voting members on the curricuJum committee.
The resolution was voted down Sunday by
the Illinois Board of Higher Education Student
Ad-.isory Committee bccnuse Franken did not
first present the proposal to Eastem's Student
Government
Franken will attempt to have a senate member submit his resolution at tonight's senate
meeting.
''He can write up the resolution. he just has to
have a senator submit it." Co:;entino said ..Any
student can do that and rve alway:; aied to stres.s
!hat"

The Senate also will discuss a $5 i.ocrease in
the student acti-.ity fee. which is currently at
$21.50.
If the proposal for the increase ~<;es. student
senate will consider another $5 increase for the

year200}.
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Overload fin es
make no sense

T

o be classified as a full-ume student at
Eastern. it takes only 12 credit hours per

semester. Try that out for four years and see
where it geLc; you. assuming you drop nothing
and pass everything.
The time-honored distinction of fifth-year senior.
Barely.
To avoid this, many students go the obvious route of
talcing more than the minimum 12 hours each semester. But now the Student Senate and other groups are
mulling the possibilities of a measure that would deter
many students from venturing much higher than the
12-hour minimum.
Currently, the university charges an "overload fee''
for students who take
more
than 18 hours in a
Class overIoad charge ~mesterabout $93 for
The class hour overload
each extra hour. The latest
charge 1s fin ng good students
who want an educatiJ>n
pitch is to start charging
Ultimately, it would help
students \\OO ra:Ke more
to hinder students from
than 16 credit hours.
graduating within four years.
This is the wrong
place for the university to
be going for a little extra money to keep the place running. And the Student Senate, of all groups, should
oppose it.
The concept is similar to a police officer writing a
more expensive ticket for somebody driving 25 m.p.h.
faster than the speed limit. Except speeding is generally considered bad, especially by the people who determine the fines for speeding.
By charging students who want to take more of
what the university has to offer- namely. an education
- Eastern is essentially fining them. And these are typically good students - ones who believe they can handle extra classes.
It ic; said that the four-year plan is still possible if studentS want 10 ayQ.id the pro~ change in-overload fees.
This is probably true, but it leaves student" little room for
indecision when deciding on classes. let alone a major.
The 16-hour cap would create a shrinking window
for error and put added pressure on student" to get their
course schedules right each semester. The pressure also
would increase to plan semesters ahead of time and to
snare a seat in prerequisite classes and in the clac;ses
that aren't offered every semester.
Lowering the overload cap to 16 credit hours would
exploit many good students. And it would subtly contribute to students not graduating within four years.
And many studencs who can pull off the four-year plan
- or can't afford not to - are being punished. The resolution needs to be ditched.

remember when I was in
kindergarten I would invite
friends to :.pend the night
at my house. lbey would
get permission from their parents
and we would giggle about how
much fun we were going to have.
lben we'd devise a sneaky
plan: We were going to pretend
we were all sleeping until my
News editor
parents feU asleep. Then we
were going to sneak upstairs to
the kitchen to raid the cupboards
and stay up all night watching television and playing Atari.
Those plans were great - tl1at is. until I realized I still had to
ask pennission from my parents.
I knew my friends were going 10 spend the night. They
knew und their parents knew- but m) parents didn't.
Asking after the fact. Sounds familiar. huh?
It should. Eastern admimstrntors always hoasts about
looking for faculty mput - what they fail to mention is that
reganllcss of what the facult) think, it's already a done deal.
They've sneaked upstairs and stolen the Little Debbie
'nacks from the cupboard and worn out the buuons on the
video games- they e\en created a few unneeded adminbtrntive positions while they were at it. Now. they just need
to ask if it's OK.
No\\ ndhys, everyone and their mother has an a.;;sistam or'
an associate sidekick. Student Affairs has one: so does academic affairs. We e\ en saw a new a-;sistant vice president for
business affairs position created in 1997.
The process of adding the position was deemed a violation of the Internal Governing Policy by Faculty Senate
members in August - when they discovered the new
$70.000 position had bccn created. But applications for the
position were being reviewed in July, lhree months before
faculty members were infonned.
Ea.stem President David Jorns and Morgan Olsen. vice
president for bw.incss affairs, said they "were not aware this
was a \ iolation or that it was a position the Facult) Senate

I

Parents need to 'talk'
with children about sex

A two-year study by the National
Center for Health Statistics recently
found the ratei. of teen pregnancy
dropped in all 50 states. Twelve states
showed decrea-;cs of more than 12 percent; With five of those having decreas• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
es of more than 16 percent. However.
Eastern News.
Illinois is not an10ng them.
The study showed parent involvement helped to dccrea..c teen pregnancy. Ho\\ ever, 24 percent of parents and
17 percent of teens do not discu s premarital sex, because hoth the parents
In general, the art of government consists
and teens believe the parents will
become uncomfortable with the issue.
in taking as much money as possible from one
h seems there is a misunderstanding
class of citizens to give to the other.
bet\\ccn parent'> and teens when it
Voltaire, comes to talking ahout sex and pregnanFrench writer, 1694-1778 cy. Apparently the only barrier between
parents and teens talking about sex is the
• • •••
-~
' ·' .... _• ~·
tbarji, -.i
discorlh
'"'-.;

Today's quote

IIP~ption

will~

should be made aware of."
The giggles stopped. 1bc
administration agreed to ·
the Faculty Senate of any
administrative additions or
major restructuring.
As soon as that breath of
air hit the faculty, the coJd
of reality called the 0et:wt111•
of Biological Sciences sl
them in the face.
This ''proposed" merger
botany and zoology de
already had a search committee looking for a new chair
way before anyone knew of it or could do anything to
h's become a nasty trend - the administration asking
input just lo quiet the faculty members. Then they just
there nodding in agreement, kno\\ ing that they've air
been scheming, sneaking to the kitchen and hoping fa
members won't \\ake up.
The mo t recent examples of this new tradition inc
the appointment of Jill Nilsen a-. acting \ice president
external relations. Here we ha\ e u major administrative
position and the univer.-ity \\as infonned of the appoi
via Ne\\Sb1t . Oh yeah. by the \\ay- we have a new,;
p~ident. Just thought you would want to kno\\.
The addest part i that Faculty Senate members ha\e
come to realize "it's no u~ to fight tho man, Simply
by the tinlC they realize sometliing is :Wrong. it's after the
It's time for Eastem's administration co realize who
CC!>ponsible for the universicy\ everyday operation: f
staff. building service workers - the little people. Any
sions made by the administration directly impact their
ty to pcrfonn their job.
I was in kindergarten when I played the after-the-£
game - at lca'it I grew out of that phase.

«1 was in
kindergarten
when I played
the after-the-fact
game - at least
I grew out
of that phase?'

• Deana Poole is a junior journalism major and a biweek~
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address IS
cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the a

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
fort to the other party. Thal is not a reason to forego "the talk," lx.'Cause it is a
necessary and integral part of educating
teens about the risks of premarital sex.
The study shows teen-pregnancy
rates drop when parents become more
involved in their teens· Jives and discuss the con~equence.., of premarital
sex with them. Unfortunately, parents
have become more reliant on schools
to advocate ab,tinence and contraception. Although it is good that students
learn \\hat precautio~ they can take
and what risks are imolvcd in ha\ ing
sex before marriage, teens need to hear
it from their parent-;.
The National Campaign to Prevent
Teen Pregnancy has taken a step in the
right direction by encouraging parents
to involve tbewelv~ in tbW child's
..;

\'..:;-'"'

--.::: U-'

lives and 10 "talk about sex early
often" in order to prepare chil
lhc choices they will have co
later on in their teen years.
The organization stresses
cots can have the most impact
when making decisions about
Also, the campaign helps yo
women detennine whether or
are in love and whether sex will
en a relationship. as well as l
contraception, how co say "no"
when it is appropriate to begin
Perhaps it is time the cam
began working on Illinois and
other states with small dec~lel
n small decrea..e is a mO\e in
direction. but it i., far enough.
have to begin ..tepping up to the
and taking responsibilit) for
drcn':. well being.
• This is an editorial reprinted
Western Courier, the student
~W~m<~liflOis l;Wversity..

...
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ity Council discusses city manager candidates
By Nicole Meinheit
City editor

The Charleston City Council
ay went into closed session
wing the City Council meetto further discuss the three
·ning candidates for the posiof city manager.
Mayor Dan Cougill said the
rview process concluded
rday and an announcement
ing the hiring of a new city
ger is expected in the next
days.
"I don't anticipate making an
uncement tonight." Cougill
"It will be a while before we

make an announcement."
Once the City Council selects a
candidate, they will have to contact the candidate and negotiate
salaries before a fonual announcement can be made to the public.
said Brian Bower, Charleston city
attorney.
Two of the original five applicants have already accepted city
manager position with other cities.
The City Council also held a
public hearing before the meeting
to discuss vacating an alley that
had never been built in the Fuller
Street area.
When the subdivision was
annexed into the city. space was

left for an alley and street, but
none was ever constructed,
Cougill said.
"Essentially what were doing is
vacating an alley in a subdivision
that doesn't exist," he said.
Cougill said it is unlikely that
the city would ever build a road
and/or alley in the area and the
pecitioners guaranteed the city an
easement to provide the properties
with public services. such as
water.
Commissioner John Winnett
abstained from all votes, including
the consent agenda, regarding
vacating the alley because he was
one of the original petitioners.

xtravaganza to feature
ingo and video games
By Michelle Powell
Activities editor
Students who want to show off their
card game, bingo and video game
will have their chance, as Cultural
vaganza Week 98 continues with
· g All Players: Bid Whiz, Bingo and
station Tourney."
The games will run from 7 to 11 p.m.
'ght at the Black Student Union comarea, 1055 Greek Court.
Herman Rogers, senior speech comrnu·on major and co-coordinator for
Extravaganza Week, said there
be three tables set up for bid whiz,
and spades.
Students who enter to play in the Sony
tation Tourney will have two games
choose from, NBA Live 98 and NCAA
ball 99, Rogers said.

'The person who loses has to let the
next player have a chance at beating the
champion." be said.
Rogers said there will be four sign-up
sheet.s available so people can write their
names down and play.
Prizes will be awarded to each player
who wins.
"All the prizes are the same; school
supplies, water bottles and pens will be
handed out," he said.
Rogers said he is expecting above average attendance for the event.
"We are expecting between 100 to 150
students, faculty and greeks to attend," be
said.
He said the event is for students to get
to "know one another" and to "enjoy
themselves.·•
This is the first time the event has been
sponsored, Rogers added.

All items on the agenda were
approved under the consent agenda except the sale of a triangular
shaped piece of property on the
northwest comer of 14th Street
and Harrison Avenue.
The owners of the adjoining
property wanted to purchase the
property at the appraisal value of
$2.500. Bill Riebe, director of
Public Works and acting city manager, advised the City Council to
advertise the property in the newspaper and accept sealed bids on
the property.
The motion was removed from
from the agenda and will be
brought up again when the city bas

received bids. They will not accept
bids for less then $2,500.
Other items approved under
consent agenda include:
•
A raffle permit for the
Charleston Soccer League
• A bid approvaJ for a $15,900
Hydraulic hammer from Service
Equipment to repair the city's
back hoe.
• Authorizing the Charleston
Water Fowl Association to use
public property for the purposes of
duck hunting.
• Granting a zoning variance to
Karl and Judith Konrad to construct a garage at 1009 W. Hayes
Ave.

Speaker to focus on health issues
By Shayla Rybolt
Staff writer
Nutrition and weight issues will be
the topic of a free informational meeting
to help students lose weight and improve
their health.
The meeting will be held at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the banquet room of the
Ramada Inn, 300 Broadway East,
Mattoon, and will explore the positive
effects of vitamins, minerals and herbs
on the body.
Anne Wagner, distributor of nutritional products, said the positive effects of
the products presented at the meeting are
not only associated with weight loss but
with the improvement of allergy symptoms and overall health.
"Since I have been using these nutritional aids, I haven't had to take my prescription allergy medicine,'' Wagner
said.

She said the nutritional products are
safe for everyone to use.
Wagner said patients with high blood
pressure, asthma and heart conditions
have been given 'their doctors' pennission to use the products. Skin care, fragrances and hair care products will be
available at the meeting as well.
Guest speaker Jeanie Murphy, who
lost 335 pounds in three years, will be
sharing her personal story at the meeting.
Sandra Hausner, who lost 65 pounds
in four and a half months, will also tell
her story.
Door prizes and discounts of up to 40
percent off the price of the products will
be given away at the meeting.
Those in attendance will also be provided with information on selling the
nutritional products.
"These products sell themselves, they
just make me feel better," Wagner said.

I
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Pre-Game in the Tailgate Area!
Post Game
"Mad Bomber" Fireworks Show!

Students Play
"Free" Bingo for Prizes!
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alftime Field Goal Contest!
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Earl on verge of hurricane
Tropical storm expected to come ashore by Friday
MIAMI (AP) - Earl, a tropical storm so vast it
nearly filled the Gulf of Mexico, threatened to
explode into a hurricane Tuesday and hit the Texas
and Louisiana coast with 90 mph winds within days.
"It's getting better organized per minute," said
forecaster Lix.ion Avila at the National Hurricane
Center in Miami.
By late morning, Earl was centered 350 miles
south-southwest of New Orleans and moving north at
6 mph. Its winds were 60 mph, building toward hurricane strength, or 75 mph. One computer model projected "explosive intensification."
The mayor of Grand Isle, Louisiana's only inhabited barrier island, called for a voluntary evacuation
at noon Tuesday.
Plaquemines Parish on the tip of boot-shaped
Louisiana also started preparing evacuation plans,

ordering schools closed for Wednesday and
Thursday.
"It's time to start praying," said parish President
Clyde Giordano. "We've been through this all our
lives so we know what's coming."
Earl was expected to become a hurricane Tuesday
night or Wednesday and come ashore with 90 mph
winds by Friday. The likeliest striking point would be
in New Iberia, La., with the Texas coast next at risk.
"If the present trend continues, it looks more like
Louisiana, Texas, but we cannot rule out the states
east of that," Avila said. ''This is j ust in the formation
stage so we do not have a good handle on it."
Earl promised to generate more powerful winds
than Tropical Storm Charley, which landed last week
in Texas, caused flooding inland. It was blamed for at
least J9 deaths in Texas and Mexico.

Female crash dummies in.works
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Transportation Department is
proposing specifications for a new
crash-test dummy representing the
small women who sometimes are
injured or even killed by air bags.
Transportation
Secretary
Rodney Slater had earlier proposed
certification for new crash dummies representing toddlers and
infants.
'This continues our comprehensive series of efforts to preserve the
benefits of air bags and minimize
their risks, in this case to small
women," Slater said.
Until now, the government has
required automakers to pass crash
tests for air bags using only adult
male dummies. But the 105 people
killed in the United States by inflat-

ing air bags have been mostly children and small women. the very
people automakers are not required
to design for in meeting government regulations.
"Improved safety for smaller
women will result from this new
scientific tool," said Ricardo
Martinez, bead of the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
"We can better evaluate the
effects of air bag deployment," he
said, and "put our new knowledge
to work in the real world, making it
safer for them."
The new female dummy, like
the men in the dummy family, is no
dunce. When ready for a crash-test
range, it will be a sophisticated and
computerized
instrumentation

package with a multi-segmented
neck and sensors to measure
forces, loads and impacts.
Thus. it will be better able to
mimic and record human neck
responses in crashes and to measure the potential for injuries.
''This is critical because neck
injuries are one of the main
causes of air bag related fatalities
involving short women," the safety
agency said. The new dummy also
measures chest compression,
spinal injury and seat belt effectiveness.
The agency said a prototype of
the new dummy has been used for
research for some time but now
needs to be certified for general
compliance testing of air bags in
crashes.

U.S., Russian summit held
MOSCOW (AP) - The politically wounded presidents of the
United States and Russia proceeded today with their uncertain
summit Despite a poor outlook for meaningful agreements, Boris
Yeltsin declared "Russian-American relations are developing
successfully."
The Russian president tried co put the best face possible on
this summit, greeting President Clinton inside the Kremlin with a
bear hug and handshake.
''Clinton and 1 know one another well, and we are friends," he
said earlier at a Moscow school.
Clinton opened the day with a traditional, 10-minute wreath
laying at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. He and his top aides
walked in slow motion behind two goose-stepping guards carrying
thering of flowers.

Japan's stock market defies
Wall Street for second day in a row
TOKYO (AP)- For the second day in a row, Japan's stock
market defied Wall Street and nearly every other major index in
the world and closed sharply higher today.
But many analysts saw no sign of an extended recovery, and
some pointed at a temporary intervention by government-Linked
pension funds.
At the same time, Japan's chief economic planner sounded far
shakier than Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, who tried to reassure Americans that despite the big 512-point fall Monday on Wall
Street that the country's economic fundamentals remain sound.
Japan's economy is "now going through one of its darkest
stages," said Taichi Sakaiya, who recently urged world leaders to
bold a summit to discuss the global market chaos.
European traders pushed shares lower from the start on the
biggest markets.
London's Financial Tunes-Stock Exchange 100-share index
was off 1.7 percent to 5,158.4 in the first few minutes of trading.
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Order now and of ten

.34-~-54-54FORMERLY KNOWN AS TOPPER'S PIZZA

DRINK SPECIALS
s3so Ba ltimor e Zoo

115 12 oz. Domestic Drafts • '225 Rai ls

Vl/ay Back Vl/ednesday
Hits from 60's, 70's & 80's
I Opm- Close • DJ Ross

345-7849

WEDNESDAY LUNCH SPECIALS

Veggie or Chicken Quesadilla..........................................$4.50
WEDNESDAY DINNER SPECIALS
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$3. 99 Large Cheese
extra items available for $.99

".."!"'"

When the feeling hits, you know
it. You've got to have a fresh
B LI MP I E~ sub sandwich now.
So try one of our delicious
quality subs. And counter attack
the sub attack at BLIMPIE®.

Stuffed Calzone. Cheese & Choice of 2 Toppings.......$6.50eac:h
Each additional topping •.••. 75¢ eac:h

Never a Cover • Open Sundays I I am - I I pm

WELLNESS

a WISDOM

Holistic Products for the
Body, Mind, &. Soul
• Aromatherapy Oils & Bach Flower Remedies
• Herbal Bodycare Products & Soaps
• Healing & Metaphysical Books
•Music, Audio & Videos for relaxation or meditation
• Candles, Incense, Giftware
• BioMAGNETIC Products

~-------------

FREE
SUB

Buy any reg. s· sub & med.
drink at the menu price,
receive a second s· sub
of equal or lesser value free.

After 5
COMBO Special
Makeita

MEAL
For

$1.50

Any regular footlong
sub, med . d rink &
bag of chips
only $5.00

Buy any reg. 6" sub or salad,
and get a 22oz. drink & bag
of chips for only $1 .50.
NO COUPON NECESSARY
Aw". . . . . lnCNt11rMon°"'Y.

-
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.... uuo.
430 W. Lincoln, Charleston• Open 10:30am-10pm Dally• Phone ~7827
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swingin' good time
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Moons Boys to perform during tailgating
hair. Saddle shoes.
bluejeans.
all going down Thursday
when the Blue Moon Boys
· way through Eastern for
fl rockabilly lovin'.
singer has done strip-pole
and hung upside down
while still belting out
ly b.igh-pitehed vocal
and low crooning. Their
'c lack of grace" is
when they're playing
ents in conpositions on the
dancing around

over.
Their songs feature a smooth
upright bass, stripped down percussion and smoking guitar sounds that
howl along with Roulette's vocal
antics and keep the listener riveted
during the solos, whether it be a
slow, smooth number or a fastpaced, get-down-and-boogie kind
of tune.
The first track on the album.
"Howl At The Moon," is a perfect
example. Roulette really gets into
cranking out the vocals at the end of
the tune, which also gets a little
harder and clunkier musically.

"Shoe Leather," the sixth track, is
another humorous number about
being poor and having to scrape for
change - sound familiar, anyone?
Another fun fast one is "Shut Yer
Mouth Baby," which Roulette wrote
for bis ex-girlfriend just before she
dumped him. It features more tight
guitar work in two separate solos,
which you really get into with all
the howling from the audience and
from the stage. The only tune that
starts with the upright bass, "Pretty
Baby," also has a great scratchy guitar solo.
But the CD also swings a little
softer on other slower numbers,
such as "Foolish Love Affair," on

lcHINA

II

which Roulette croons "Our love is
getting older I feelings are getting
colder I so let's end this foolish love
affair."
But there's still a howl. Or a yeebaw. Call it whatever you want
Another slow-dance tune is
"Love," one of the few covers the
band does, which Roulette dedicates to the female members of the
audience. It avoids being overly
sappy and drawn out, which would
draw back on the energy the band
really throws into their music.
But the best tune on the album is
a dominatrix ode called "Spank
Me," which the
singer wrote after
being beaten for
wearing women's
clothing. Il contains such amusing
lyrics as '1 never
would've thought
and
I
never
would've known
that my angel with
a halo was a devil
with
horns.
Knocked me out
when she said to
me, she said Tm a dirty girl- spank
me.'"
But "Smoke! Smoke! Smoke!
(that cigarette)," a Merle Travis
number, comes in at a close second
Roulette does a great impersonation
of a woman nagging him about his
smoking habits, and the song features one of the few bass solos on
the album.
The CD really shines musically
because it was recorded live from
one of their shows and they still
sound great. The energy this band
generates during one of its shows is
eminent even when listening to il on
the stereo. If you can't make it to the
show, definitely have someone pick

8a 'C : · ~~I
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Everyday

L

Lunch Buffett tam-2pm $5.20...tndudeuoftdrlnk
Dinner Buffet 4:30-Spm $7.10
1 Oo/o off Buffet w I Student ID
Carry Out Buffet Available
Everyday Dinner Specials __. w/ tz) CIU ...._.,..
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Hours Sun-Thurs 11am·9pm

Fri·Sat 11am,10pm

UVA rays linked to skin aging
WASHINGTON (AP)- Ultraviolet A solar rays, a form of
sunlight not blocked by many sun lotions now on the market,
may be a major cause of premature wrinkles and sagging in
sun-damaged skin, according to research published today.
John D. Simon of Duke University, first author of a study
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, said
UVA radiation turns a natural molecule found on the skin into
a destructive form of oxygen that accelerates skin aging.
Researchers have long known that sunlight can cause the
skin to wrinkle and turn leathery. But experts said the Simon
study was the first to show why this happens - and to link it to
UVA rays.
The new study underscores the importance of using a lotion
that blocks both types of ultraviolet radiation - UVA and
UVB. Right now, most sunscreens focus more on UVB, which
causes most sunburn.

Missouri couple sentenced to prison
for kidnapping newborn from hospital
KANSAS CITY, Kan. (AP) - A woman who pretended to
be pregnant and then stole a newborn from a hospital was sentenced Tuesday to nearly six years in prison. Her boyfriend
got more than two years.
Amanda Tull, 19, of Sheridan, Mo., had pleaded guilty to
kidnapping and could have received life in prison.
"'I'm just really sorry that it happened. I wish I could fix
it," a tearful Ms. Tull said. She was sentenced to five years, 10
months.
Ms. Tull took the baby, Carlie Shockey, from a room at the
University of Kansas Medical Center as the child's mother
slept.
Ms. Tull and her boyfriend, Buddy Hall, then clipped the
baby's hair to disguise her and showed her off as their own to
friends the next day.
FBI agents arrested the couple later that day.
Hall, 31, pleaded guilty to being an accessory after the fact.
He got two years and three months behind bars.
The child's mother, Trish Nicole Shockey, was in court
Tuesday with Carlie. She said the sentences are not long
enough.
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minded.
looking for
For further· orm·· ·
pay, call 581-761~=

Student Teaching in 1999-2000?
If you think you might be student teaching during
Fall, 1999 or Spring, 2000, YOU MUST ATTEND
one of the meetings listed below. If you do not
attend one of these meetings, or miss the application
deadline, your student teaching will be delayed one

year.

Thursday, October 22, 1998 1-3:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom, MLK Union
Tuesday, October 27, 1998 5-7 :00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom, MLK Union
Thursday, November 19, 1998 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Buzzard Hall Auditorium
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Personals

FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Set larships. Business. Medical
Bill Never Repay. Toll Free 1800
:: ~_
8-9000
Ext.
__
__
_G-2262
_ _ _9124

Hope House, a 16 bed group
home in Arcola, has a weekend
m1d-8 position available. We're
looking for someone who wort<s
well Independently, is reliable,
and has a great fondness for cal·
felne. Apply at 1Cl6 E. 2nd South
St. M·F, 9·11 a.m. or 5-7 p.m.
- - - - - - - - _9/4
HELPll Volunteers needed for
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week Planning
Comm1tteel Hey-This looks good
on your resume. Interested?
Contact Sarah at 581-n86.
9/2
Area Goll Course needs 1 or 2
part-time seasonal employees.
Mostly push mowing, weed eat·
ing. and clean up debris. Start
$5.75 then $6.00 an hr. Flexible
12-1
M·F.
Call
348-8117
__
___
__
_ __.9/2

Brian's Place nightclub and
sportsbar Now hiring for D.J.,
waitress, bartenders, and security. Apply in person. 2100
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151.
_ _ _.9/4
STUDENTS WANTED! Are you
personable an enjoy representing
EIU? The Minority Affairs Office
is looking to hire students to host
campus guests, give special
event tours, and conduct stu·
denValumnl telephoning. For
application and pay information.
go to 111 Blair Hall or call 5816690. Deadline September 8,
1998.

Spring Semester.
New 3
Bedroom duplex being built 1/2
block from campus. Available
January 1st for 3 females. 820
Lincoln St. 348-n46.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 12114

Tricia Oliver of Alpha Sigma
Alpha Congratulations on your
engagement! We love you and
wish you the best of luck. Love,
Alisa and Cisa.
___9/2
Happy 21st Birthday Audra! We
love you so muchl KT and BP
9/2

Fully lumlshed. newly remodeled
2 BDRM APT, CLOSE TO BUZZARD.
348-0157.
_ _ _Call
__
_____

Lost: Women's Ribbed Gold
Ring. If found please contact Jill
at 543-3219.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/4

-----~----9~

McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom furnished . No pets.
Call 345·2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

Car keys found in Science
Building on 8·26. Identify in
Psychology Dept. Room 119.
581-2127

Help Wanted
MOOELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for drawing classes for Fall 1998 semester. To
apply. come to the Art Office, Fine
Arts 216.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/4
Neea extra money for school.
Sell Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-

1544
-

917

STAFF needed in small residential <;tes serving 4-6 residents
with developmental disabilities.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible scheduling also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provi ded. App lications may be
obtained at CCAA Industries, 825
18th Street, Char1eston. IL 61920.
E.O.E.
12114
Accepting applications for part·
time cook and also a part-time
dishwasher. Flexlble hours.
Please apply in person at the
Best Western Worthington Inn.
920
W._
Lincoln.
E.O.E.
__
___
_ _ _ _912

Back-In-Time Lounge. Part-lime
bartenders and wait staff. 1416
Broadway, Mattoon. 235-4733.
9/11
Atten_tl_o_n-S-tu_d_e_n-ts-1-ln..-terlm
Personnel is looking for students
who want to supplement their
incomes. We have openings for
crossing guards in the Char1eston
School District. Stop by or call our
office. Interim Personnel, 820
Broadway, Mattoon, II. 345-2211
_ _ _ _ _ _ _912
Wort< with individuals with developmentaI
disabilities.
Housekeeping position available
7 a.m. to 11 a.m. M·F. Additional
hours may be available. Call
345·2922 or apply in person at
910
17th
Street
__
__
_ _Char1eston.
_ _ _ _914

Gunner Bucs is looking for fr1endly energetic people to work as
cooks and servers, nights and
weekends. Apply In person after
3
South
Route
45,_
Mattoon.
_p.m.
__
__
__
__.914

Part-lime position distributing
advertising materials on campus.
No selling Involved. All materials
provided free of charge. 1·800-

Y
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www.acmnet.com/postering/yourjob.htm.
, - - - - - - , - --..,.----9/4
Sales and mart<eting represents·
tiVe for independent film distributor.
Call:
248-548-0005.
Commissioned
position.
______
_ _ _ _917

Part-time in store sales and part11 me delivery person needed.
Apply in person at County Office
Products. 406 6th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _912
Help needed. 4-9 p.m. Inquire
within.
Mattoon
Country
Club.
___
___
___
_912
Waiters, waitresses, Delivery
Drivers, and Cooks. Exper1enced
Only. Go with the best only at
Zolbas. Apply In pel'IOO.

MUST SELLI Long green couch
in good shape. Call 348-6399.

-----~---~9~

1992 Dodge Spin!. New muffler.
Good Tires. $4900. Call 345-

6689.
--------.....,....-9/4
'85 Olds Delta 88. Runs Well.
345-5471.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _917
86
Honda
VFA
750CC
Interceptor Sport Bike, Custom
Paint, After Market, Exhaust,
Good Cond. $1800. 345-1292
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/4
94 Honda Accord Coupe Ex.
White/Tan leather cd/tape. fully
loaded, alu wheels, tinted glass,
ex. cond. asking $11, 200. 3451292
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.9/7

AAEYOULOO~NGFOAMOAE

THAN JUST ANOTHER JOB?
Canng and dependable persons
can earn a starting salary of
$6.30 to $8.00/hr working with
developmentally disabled adults.
FT and PT available. FT benefits
includes life/health/dental ins.,
401 K. plus more. Positions avail·
able In: •Dietary ·Activities
•Lau nd ry/Housekee ping
•physical
Therapy
Aide
·Habilitalion Aides. Certification
and training are provided. Apply
at 738 18th St. Charleston.
E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ __..9/10

9~

McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom.
Needed Female
Roommate. 345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
Slifer Mobile Home Park on E.
Madison. 2 Bedroom mobile
home. Washer, Dryer, and A/C.
Water and Trash included. No
Dogs Mature Inquire Only. $350
per
mo._Call
345-3179
__
__
_ _ _ __.913
3 BA Apt. 1125 4th St. $600 per
month. Call 345-6621.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
COMMERCIAL SPACE 1/2 block
from campus. 820 Lincoln St.
348-n46.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
House for rent In Mattoon. 3 bedrooms 1 314 bath, new paint, and
carpet. $525 a month. Lease &
deposit required. Call Don or
Ann 0 234-4722

--.9111
Dorm size refrigerators and
microwaves for rent. 820 Lincoln.
Phone 34-n46.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

1989 Cadillac
Fleetwood
Brougham. New Brakes, New
Tires, Newer Engine. Very Clean,
Must Sell. $2500. 581·2308.

1 Bedroom apartment near Old
Main. 9 mo. lease. $225. 3456967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.912

---------~918
MTX
speakers $100. Home
Theater $150. turntable.stylus
$40. 348-1769/

A garage 1611 9th St. (for school
year).
Call_
345-7136.
___
_ _ _ _ _914

For Rent

913

914

9/4

For Sale

Now hiring for waitress $5.15/hr.
Apply In person at 21st &
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151.

ATTENTION EIU STUDENTS!!
We are looking for enthusiastic
students with good communication skills to raise money for
College/University Annual Funds.
Evening hours, Sunday-Thursday
7-11 p.m. $6.00 per hour, paid
training. Great resume builder
Come join our positive wort< environment! Call Sara at 217-345·
1303 for a phone interview.
Brian's place nightclub and sports
bar, D.J. needed. Exp. preferred.
Apply in person, 21st and broadway, Mattoon. 234·4151
_ _ _9/2

Char1eston Dairy Queen now taking applications for lunch and
nights. Must be available weekends.
Apply
at _
20 _
State
Street.
___
__
__
_917

Deluxe 2 BDRM APT for quiet
older students. Close to campus.
Furnished. No smoking or pets.
Rent $400 for one person $500
for two. Includes utilities. 348·
0979.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _917

3 Bedroom Apartment. 1125 4th
Street. $600/month. Call 3456621.
12114
3 Bedroom Apartment. 62
Madison. $500/month. Call 3456621.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
4 Bedroom Apartment. 1430 9th
Street. $600/month. Call 3456621 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
Rooms for rent near Old Main.
Share living room, kitchen, bathroom. 9 mo. lease. $175. 345·
6967
_ _anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _912

2 BA House fully furnished.
South 4th St. Residential neighborhood. Call 345-5148 or 3480157.

Roommates
Roommate needed immediately.
Townhouse near campus.
Central air, dishwasher, 1 1/2
baths, own room, fully furnished,
patio. $215 per month. Phone
348-5869.
_________
Roommates needed now! 4 bedroom apartment. Own room. 2
bathroom. Large living room and
kitchen. Excellent location.
$200. 9 month lease. 345-6967

914

ACROSS

The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name: ________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (olltce use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

no. words/days

mount due:$ _ _ _ __

Payment:

Oeasn

0Check

0

Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __

37 The end of one's
rope, maybe
1 Regal showing
31 Joplin
sArp'sart
t Kind of gun
composrtion
14 Bahraini bigwig 31 Lloyd Webber's
· - - of Love•
15 Long.fagged
wader
41 Poisonous:
11 Soft palate
Prefix
projection
a Give a
11 Crucifix
shellacking
inscnption
'4 Additionally
11 Grasslands
45 With 66-Across,
11 Quiche Lorraine
"Romeo ts
ingredient
Bleeding" star
20 Like Rtchard I
48 Puffy people?
23 Place for powder 41 Kind of voyage
24 Tony-winn!ng
90 Hoopster
actress Gnmes
Archibald

n

Do

27 Aafuelmethrower
30 Dinghy or

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

0 Yes 0 No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

wherry
" Put - - on itl •
34 Anent

n

11

a

~

Dorm Size refrigerator &
microwave for rent. 820 Lincoln.
Phone 348-n46.

9

0

=

Lost &Found

CampusClips
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.
Executive meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Union W
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION.
picnic today from 5 to 7 p.m. at the Campus Pond
All are welcome. Any questions call Anne at 345BOTANY CLUB. Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in room
th Life Science Building. Steven Malehorn, EIU's g
house manager, will give a tour of Thut Greenhouse.
ILLINOIS ART EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. M .
tonight at 5 p.m. in room 302 of the Fine Arts Bui ·
art education and art emphasis majors welcome. F
pizza.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA. Informational meeting tonight
p.m. in the Greenup Room in the Union. All actives
pins or letters.
PSI CHI. Meeting Wednesday, Sept. 2 at 6 p.m. in
the Physical Science Building.
DELTA SIGMA Pl. Free pizza and games. Today at8
in the South Quad. Rain location in Coleman Audit
Actives be there at 5:45 p.m. and wear letters.
ESA. First business meeting today. Begins at 5:30 p
Coleman Hall Auditorium. Dues due Sept. 9. Bring
books.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA. First meeting today at 5 p.m.
Lantz Club Room. Free Food.
HEALTH SERVICE/HEALTH ED. RESOURCE C
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness W98k
Committee. Meeting today from 3 to 4 p.m. in the
Room in the Union. Anyone welcome to attend.
PLEASE NOTE; Campus Clips are run free of charge
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No
or lundraising activities and events will be printed. All clipl
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by
BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example:
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADU
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone.
is illegible or contains conflicting Information WILL NOT
Clips may be edited for available space.

MSmartguys

peck
•Undiluted

DOWN
1 Gardener's
equipment

2 Former Atlanta
arena

a Joan of art
4 Pitch on paper

_

•Sophie's
"choice" and
others
1 Perpendicular to
the keel
7 Bedside book
IGal Fri.
tSteambath

Cockpit abbr.
I I Like some
schemes
to Spacious

10 She married
Mickey. Artie

and Frank

Pumll br . . . Ulol lllol9lly

30 Enormous birds I t "Love Story"

of myth

31 Together
aa Ross Perot, e .g .
31 Places to get

11 Like Chaplin's
w alk
t2 Skin soother
--.--.- 13 Went off, in a way
9-D7. .
31 21 Shakespearean
VlVIBrl
_ _ _....
prince
a February

_ _ _ _....

ads must be paid in advance.
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

ATTENTION ALL AT
SEE NEW TEAM T·SHI
TOKENS. WE NOW
SPORT JEWELRY IN
VOLLEYBALL, SOCCER,
BALL, AND ALL
SPORTS.

u --warbird
(predatory flier)
•See 45-Across
11 Not speaking to
• Bushel and a

bfeathing

-........--i

DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

All new equipment, U
Village Laundry Mal.
video secunty. $1.25
to dry.

12 Humpbacked
helper
13 Missile housing

followers

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with vahd ID 15 cents per word first day.
1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student

Men's Rugby players
you are Interested in
please call Dan at
come our to the field at 4
4th street.

22 Author Umberto
•

Nigerian
tribesman
27 They're always
.,..,.+.,-+.~~
looking for deals
21 Burglar's bane
_..____. n Like many a

Rockwell kid

birthstone
40 PrOCfastinator's
word
a Dossier letters
4S Go-between
47 "Bad Behaviour"
star Stephen
41

Doc bloc

author

II Butchery
selection
a Composer
Khachaturian
14 "Whatever-Wants• (1955
song)
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itanic, fever returns as fans line up at midnight
ANGELES (AP)-They all knew the
and that one of the stars dies in the
. They all knew that if they just waithours they could have bought the
video for the same price without waitline and losing any sleep.
yet they all came, just after midnight
, and by the time weary merchants
the doors a few hours later Tuesday
, ''Titanic" was well on its way
becoming the biggest-selling live-

action video in Hollywood history.
Across the country. people lined up at
video and music stores to purchase the twotape set of the $600 million box office blockbuster at the earliest possible moment it was
available: 12:0 l am. Stores stayed open late
or reopened their doors to accommodate the
crowds.
Sales information was sketchy at best on
the first day of the second wave of the
''Titanic" craze. Blockbuster Video

announced it had pre-sold l million copies,
though it wasn't known how many of those
were picked up. Best Buy said it sold 50,000
copies between midnight and 2 am., when
stores closed until later in the morning.
Video Store Magazine, a trade publication, estimated Paramount had shipped out 24
million ''Titanic" sets, which the magazine
called a record for a live-action video, beating
the previous leader, "Jurassic Park," though
not the biggest shipment of all time. That des-

ignation goes lo video sales champion ·Tue
Lion King.'' Disney's animated feature, with
a shipment of 28 million copies.
Nobody reported they had sold out their
stock of the sets, which retailed for an average of $25, though commonly as low as
$19.99. The Best Buy electronics chain, for
instance, had ordered 53 truckloads of
"Titanic" sets, and, "We have enough to last
through the week at least," said spokeswoman Laurie Bauer.

advertise with

the daily eastern news

Classifiedadv~CT~ll}8 _ _ __
Announcements
THURSDAY IS CLASS
DAY AT TOKENS.

_9/30
) Dateline. 1-900-n3-2020
7. $2.99 per minute. Must
8 years or older. Serve you
5-8434. Single guys and
looking to meet Somebne like

official notice,.

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Anywhere in town. 5 people or
more $1 per person. 348-RIDE.

WHERE CAN YOU FIND A
COCONUT PURSE, BAMBOO
PAPER CLIPS, GLASS BIRD
HOUSES, PLAID PENCILS, VIN·
TAGE CLOTHING, AND MORE?
AT CALLIOPE COURT.
706
JACKSON, CHARLESTON

Registration deadline for LSAT
Prep Course is September 4th at
12:00. Questions, call Dr. Leigh
at 581·6620 or Judy at 348-1867.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/14

Spnng Break '99.
Cancun,
Mazatlan, or Jamaica from $399.
Sell 15 and travel free. Lowest
pnces guaranteed Info Call 800-

446-8355

www.sunb~ks.com.

9'29

______.__._,.--....__,~9) 11

________
It pays toaaverti&e with the D.E.N
_ _ _ _ _ _ _00/HA
.9~

onesbury

________

9~

TED'S Warehouse taking applications for bartenders and staff on
Thurs. Sept. 3 12-4p.m.

~-----------9/3

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Off!Clal Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
OuestiOnS cooceming Notices should be directed to the originator.

FALL '98 TEST REGISTRATION
Students who have special needs that may require special testing accommodations should contact Ms. Martha Jacques, coordinator of Disability Services (581-6583), at least four weeks
prior to the test date. Students whose native language is not
Enghsh and who may need extra time or the use of a bilingual
cflCtionary should contact Debra Hopgood, Academic Test
AdministratiOn (581·5986), at least four weeks poor to the test
date.
FALL 1998 TEST SCHEDULE
DATE
TIME
WAITING COMPETENCY
0

(Fee - $18)

Oct. 1O
9a.m.
Nov. 7
9a.m.
CONSTITUTION AND HEALTH
0

.
REGISTRATION
Begins Aug. 24
Begins Oct. 12

(Fee-$2)

Oct.6
Dec. 2

1oa.m.
2p.m.
10a.m.
2p.m.

Begins Aug. 24
Begins Oct. 12

TAP
(Fee-$15)
Sept. 12
8:30 a.m.
Begins Aug. 24
Oct.17
8:30 a.m.
Begins Sept 14
Dec. 5
8:30 a.m.
Begins Oct. 19
NOTE: NO REGISTRATION WILL BE ACCEPTED DURING
THE SEVEN DAYS BEFORE ANY EXAM.
0

_........................................................................

A picture ID (driver's license preferred) is required for registration. 0 The test fee can be billed to your Unrversity Student
Account.

---..,~---

- ....

.._~----

...

~~

....--

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
REGISTER FROM 11 A.M. TO 2 P.M., MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY, AT THE TEST REGISTRATION TABLE IN THE UNION
BOOKSTORE LOUNGE. IF THE REGISTRATION TABLE IS
CLOSED BETWEEN 11 AAM. AND 2 P.M., YOU MAY REGISTER AT ACADEMIC TESTING AND ASSESSMENT, 202 STUDENT SERVICE BUILDING, DURING THOSE HOURS ONLY.
SEATING IS LIMITED ON ALL TESTS; REGISTER EARLY TO
ASSURE A SEAT.

-Douglas Bower
Director, Academic Testing and Assessment
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Small town boy hits the big time Thursda
By Matt Wilson
Sports editor

Panther starting quanerback
Jeb Odam didn't think it would
take him until his sophomore year
to get the starting job.
A Taylorville native, Odam said
when he came in his freshman year
and challenge for the staning quarterback job.
"I came from a small town and
I came in with the attitude that l
could stan right away." he said.
"The first day of practice I just got
beat on so I decided I should wait
for my tum to prove myself."
But the graduation of one of the
best quanerbacks in 1-AA football,
Mike Simpson, allowed Odam to
have that chance.

Sports Network I-AA
College P~eseason Football ,.
Poll
1997 record

I. Youngstown State
2. McNeese Seate
3. Delaware
4. Montana
S. Northern Iowa
6. Georgia Southern
7. Villanova
8. Western Kentucky
9. Eastern Kenwcky •
10. Hampton
I I. E. Tennessee State
12. Southern
13. Western Illinois
14. William & Mary
IS. Hofstra
16. Northwestern State
17. Florida A & M
I8. Jackson State
19. Northern Anzona
20. Richmond
21. Eastern Washington
22. Middle Tennessee •
23. Murray State *
24. Eastern llllno1s •
25. Liberty

13-2
13-2
12-2
8-4
7-'4

10-3
12-1
10-2
8-4

10-2
7-'4

10-1
11-2
7-'4

9-3
8-4

9-3
9-3
6-S

6-S
12-2
4-6
7-'4
8-3

9-2

• denotes OVC schools

Odam was chosen over sophomore Anthony Buich and freshman
Tony Romo to lead the Panther
squad in its opening game against
St. Jo:seph's (Ind) at 6:00 p.m.
Thursday at O'Brien Stadium.
Panther head coach Bob Spoo
said the quanerback decision was
not that difficult.
"It just played out that way." he
said. "He really earned the job
because he was better. He has good
awareness and leadership qualities.''
Odam. the No. I quanerback
entering fall camp, "ill have a
strong backfield to help ease the
opening day jitters. Even with
Indianapolis native Damien Artis
hurt, the Panthers will still have
four quality runners in the back-

field in redshirt
freshmen Shaun
Grace
and
Wayne Brown,
senior
Justin
Lynch
and
JUmor Jabarey
Jeb Odam
McDavid.
Unlike
most people Y.ould think, Odam is
not nervous going imo the game.
''I'm coniidcnt in the offense
and the depth we've got," Odam
said. 'Tm excited co get on the
field, I might be nervous for the
first couple of series. but then I'll
settle down.''
One of the rea-;ons Odam is not
nervous is because of the backfield
he has.

"Our backfield is unbelievable.

we have five top notchers," Odam
said. ''They'll cause you to miss in
the open field and get away from
people."
Even with the big backfield,
Spoo said the passing game will
still be very imponant.
"We like to have a balanced
attack which means we have to put
the ball in the air a few times," he
said. "We'll get the ball in the air
20 to 25 times a game.''
Since he was named starting
quanerback. Odam will also get a
chance to quanerback against a
legitimate Heisman Trophy candidate in Daunte Culpepper on Sept.
J2 when Eastern trnvels to Centrnl
Florida.
"He's a great player and I have
to try and block him out and try

lead the team to victory,"
said. "If that means I have to
off the ball 50 times then
what ru do."
As an extra added at
the game will also be played at
Florida Citrus Bowl.
Odam was able to take
snaps last season.
He appeared in five games
season and passed for 13 7
and no touchdowns.
Odam's high school career
full of highlights, including
pleting 297 passes for 4.595 in
career which is the 11th bes1
IHSA history.
He did not restrict himself
football. as he was also a
year leuerman in basketball
two-year letterman in baseball.

lpllhack tra4es spikes for cl~ats Rams sign Ryan McNe
CHICAGO (AP) - There were times
when Robert Chancey was running yet
another set of bleachers and lifting endless weights that he just wanted to quit
and go home.
But a guy who's never played college
football knows he has to work a little
harder for his shot in the NFL, so he
kept at it
Now all the hard work is paying off.
A liule more than a year after getting
back into football, Chancey is penciled
in as the Chicago Bears' starting fullback for Sunday's opener against
Jacksonville.
"I'll be rejoicing if I can be the
staner. but you never know what can
happen," he said. ''I'm just going to play
it day by day...
Chancey's !;tory 1s one of hard work
and perseverance. He was a highly
recruited running back at Stanhope
Elmore High School in Millbrook, Ala..
but he was an even better basebaU player. When the Baltimore Orioles drafted
him in 1992, Chancey figured his foot-

ball days were over.
"I really didn't think about playing
college football," he said. "The first
thing that was on my mind was the
money and baseball."
A rib injury his second year curtailed
his career, though he bounced around
the minor leagues through the 1996 season. He returned home, uncenain of
what to do next.
But as he watched his cousin,
Buffalo Bills running back Antowain
Smith, play at the University of
Houston, Chancey realized his football
days might not be over after all.
"Watching his games, 1 was like, ' I
could do the same thing,'" Chancey
said. "I had to get stronger, of cour:.e.
because guys are big and strong out
here. But I had it in my head that I
always could play.·•
Chancey began working out with
John Lott, the New York Jets· strength
and conditioning coach who v.as then at
the University of Houston. Smith was
Chancey's inspiration.

Comerback Ryan McNeil's
holdout is over. and the St
Louis Rams' franchise player
is back with the team.
McNeil practiced for the
first time Tuesday, one day
after agreeing to a one-year,
$3 million contract. The
Rams worked out indoors in
preparation for Sunday's
opener against the New
Orleans Saints at the Trans
World Dome.
McNeil missed training
camp and all four exhibition
games before agreeing to a
deal that \\ill pay him less
than the $3.2 million the team
had earlier offered. But the
Rams made a concession of
their own. agreeing not to
name McNeil the franchise
pla)er for next season.
"I'm really happy with the
deal because it allows me to

said McNeil, who led
NFL last season with
interceptions while
$1.2 million. "Anytime
sign a one-year deal you
ape~ challenge.··
The signing ends a I
strange holdout that saw
sides miles apart. McNeil
seek.mg a five-year
worth about $25 million.\\
at least half of that
teed. The Rams made
offers of 1-4 years for a
$3.2 million per year.
McNeil's demands \\
ridiculed by spons talk
hosts, columnists and
commc11J.11.QN fn SL
Two weeks ago. McNeil.
ageni and his publicist held
news conference to state
side.
Rams coach Dick Ve
said that's all in the past

University Admission to Teacher
Education Meeting

J

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
University Union Bookstore
20%

All Backpacks

Book Bags
Sale Runs Aug 31-Sept 5

_....1n Luther
~~~-

&

King, Jr. University U .

~~

~~~~oo

00000 00OD 00
~

~

Fall Semester Store Hours:
Monday - Thureday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm

Phone (217) 581-5821
~~~=t·
(217) 58~2&.

Students must formally apply for University
Admission to teacher Education to initiate the selection Process. This is done by attending a University
Admission to Teacher Education Meeting. The
College of Education and Professional Studies
schedules meetings each semester. The required ~
mal application form is distributed and collected at
the meetings, the rules and regulations concerning
selection, admission to and retention in teacher ed
cation are explained. Additional required forms are
also explained and provided.
Students who have not previously applied
must attend a meeting. The following meetings
available in 1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium for
Fall 1998 to initiate the selection process:

Tuesday, Sept. 8. 1998,
Wednesday, Sept. 9, 1998,
Thursday, Sept. 10, 1998,
Tuesday, Oct. 13, 1998,
Thursday. Oct. 15, 1998,

6-6:50 p.m.
2-2:50 p.m.
9-9:50 a.m.
1-1:50 p.m.
2-2:50 p.m.

The next opportunity to initiate
"Selection Process" and apply for Universi
Admission to Teacher Education will be du ·
the Spring Semester, 1999. Attending this m
ing is one of the required steps for Universi
Admission to Teacher Education.
Dr. Douglas Bower, Associate Dean

,...-••. .,,,.,,,......,..,,e.ll-=a1 Qf'fdlpcetion and

ofessionlll Sttltlies
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I.Astern News

g Mac passes Hack Wilson for homerun record
(AP) - With two mighty
Big Mac passed Hack.
McGwire homered twice,
his season total to 57 and
Hack Wtlson's 68-yearrecord with an elecnifying
that led the St. Louis
over the Florida Marlins
y night
ire homered against
Hernandez leading off the

seventh inning, sending a l-1 pitch
an estimated 450 feet over the center-field wall.
Two inn.iJlgs later, McGwire hit
the first pitch from Donn Pall to
almost the same spot This time the
estimated distance was 472 feet
It was McGwire's seventh multihomer game this season and the
50th of his career, leaving him four
short of Roger Maris' record with

before returning to the dugout
When the cheers continued,
McGwire responded with a curtain
call before the next batter stepped
to the plate.
With one out and none on in the
ninth, more than a doz.en youngsters gathered on the tarp in anticipation of a homer and that's where
McGwire hit it There was another
frenzied ovation, and another cur-

24 games left. He began the night

tied with Sammy Sosa at 55 homers
in their race to break Maris' 37year-0ld record.
No. 56 landed on a tarp beyond
the wall, and several boys scrambled for the souvenir as the crowd
of 37,014 gave McGwire a standing
ovation. He touched the plate with a
big grin and playfully punched
teammate Ron Gant in the stomach

trim Davenport flexes muscle in first round victory
YORK (AP) - Prim and trim, Lindsay
hopes the path to fitness is the path
. Open title and the start of a collection
Slam trophies.
baby fat purged in a yearlong crackdown
· ess, Davenport showed a muscle
y as she moved into the second
with a 6-0, 6-2 victory over Catalina

hottest player on the women's tour with
'ght West Coast victories this summer
Open's No. 2 seed, Davenport had no
against the world's 75th-ranked playmoments when things could have gone

By the end of the second
it wasn't working out. We
t playing our kind of

a bit better.
All the better for a player so attuned to what
her body has to say.
"My elbow has been bothering me, so I hope
I can have more short matches this week," she
said.
Curly hair pulled tight against her head and
held demurely in place by long combs,
Davenport took just 16 minutes to complete a
first-set shutout
In the second set she had some hiccups six
wasted break points, for instance, and an embarrassing volley into the net on a rare venture
from the baseline, but nothing worth more than

defense, so I went to a more traditional defense. I was trying to
get people in. When you have a
rotation that is winning, you have
to stick with it," Ralston said.
Also coming up big for the
Panthers was junior outside hitter
Meleah Cutler. Cutler served for

i said. "I was happy I have
1Jnirj'to ~<hb'ID'er..lVl1ere
to show off my skills.
was the place that gave
t chance."
Iii has been used in a

a frustrated squeal.
Cristea, a 22-year-0ld from Romania, tried to
punch it out with Davenport, but she was badly
overmatched. At a lean, mean 6-foot-2 and 175
pounds, Davenport's shots started high and
hard. clipping the lines and comers and skittering away from Cristea Davenport saved the
only break point against her and allowed just
eight points on her serve.
"I think my serve has been a big plus in what
I've done these weeks and months," Davenport
said. "I've worked on it, changed
some things, and I'm definitely holding my
serve more."
one error in the last three games,"
Ralston said.
The Panthers will have a few
days of practice to work out the
bugs in their defense before they
compete
in
the
Billiken
Invitational in St. Louis this
weekend.

seven aces on the night, which
was good enough to put her in a
third place tie for number of aces
in a single match all-time at
Eastern.
"Meleah came on well in the
last three games. Early on she
was overplaying, but she only had

variety of ways while in
Vermont.
He began by starting two
games and then he was sent to
the bullpen.
He was used as a long reliever
for four or five weeks and then
he was just recently moved to the
place where he feels most comfortable at - the closer.
The pitching ~taff at Vermont

has been worlcing bard with
Castelli in an attempt to fix his
style of pitching.
"They've been working on me
with my mechanics." Castelli
said. "Now instead of going out
of the windup I just go from the
stretch."
Castelli said he hopes all the
hard work and dedication he has
shown in Vermont will help him

reach bis ultimate goal.
"It's been my dream to play
major league baseball and getting drafted and signing a contract got me a step closer to
achieving that goal," he said.
"Maybe someday in the next
two or three years I will play in
the majors if not for Montreal
somewhere else."
Just because Castelli bas only

tain call.
Wilson's NL record of 56
homers was set in 1930 for the
Chicago Cubs. He also had 190
RBis that season, still the major
league record McGwire has driven
in 121 runs.
Before his latest homers,
McGwire was batting just .222 this
season against the Marlins, who
have the leagues worst staff

Wmners
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Friedman to tie the game up .
lbe Panthers used most of their
roster to bombard the rookie
Phoenix goalie with shots. Eastern
combined to take 14 shots on goal,
while Green Bay took just 10.
Freshman Katie Quiter saw some
of her first action as a Panther and
took the only shot by a substituted
player.
Senior Tracie Strother also
helped wear down the rookie
Phoenix goalie, taking three shots.
Jeanine Fredrick and Jessica
Graczyk combined in goal for the
Panther win. Twenty members of
the squad saw action as the
Panthers started the season on a
positive note.
lbe women's next game is I
p.m.
Saturday
at
Middle
Tennessee.
one or two more games left that
doesn't mean he will give his
arm a rest.
From Sept. 16 to Oct. 21
Castelli will be participating in a
pitching camp in Jupiter, Fla.
But between then and now,
Castelli has a trip planed
Charleston this coming Monday
to work out with his former
teammates.
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CAR ACCIDENT RECENTLY?

BACK-TO-SCHOOL
CARRY OUT SPECIAL

0

10 Gallon
Tank Only

0

14" one topping 14" one
Individual order
Budget Pleaser4' topping Pizza Breadsticks

All for only

$ 9 95

Valid on Oury Out 7 days a week \intil 10/3198.

0

black tanks only

0

0

0

55 Gallon
Tank & Hood

348-7515

Umited Delivery Area and Hours

0

0

909 18th Street

Delivered for $1 more

0

0
0

Charleston

;

REE REPORT reveals what the insurance companies don't want you to know.
as your car injured? !211. may be too!!
t may be weeks, months or even years before you experience pain, stiffness, headaches
en arthriti$!

Hours:
M-F 10:00-8:00
Sat. 10:00-6:00
Sun. 12:00-5:00
1500 Madison Ave.
348-1018
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Spikers net
five set win
Team wins final three matches to
open season on a victorious note
By Kyle Bauer
Staff writer

It took Eastern five matches to
take
care
of
Indiana
Un.iver~icy/Purdue
University.Indianapolis. but when it was all
over the Panthers came away with a
win in their home opener.
Eastern dropped their first two
matches l5-12 and 15-8, but were
able to tum it around in the final
three matches winning 15-11, 1510 and 15-13 en route to their first
win.
The Panthers were able to overcome opening night jitters and
early defensive errors to post a win.
··we were so so over bla... ted with
this being our first game that we
were concentrating so hard on
doing good and overlooked this
team a little bit," junior outside hitter Meleah Cutler said.
Defensive problems seemed to
plague the Panthers early on. "1
honestly thought that we ga~e away
about 15 points on net fouJs. I was
reaJJy disappointed with the
defense tonight," head coach Betty

Ralston said. "There were too
many baJJs early on where kids
were just looking at each other."
Despite the rough start, Eastern
was able to get on track and fight
their way back into the match.
Freshmen Amy Heimann and
Leslie Przekwas competed in their
first collegiate matches and both
came up big. Heimann checked in
with 14 kills while Przekwas added
eight of her own.
"I was dead scared." Przekwas
said. "My hands couldn't stop
shaking. but once we started playing it felt like high school again."
The play of the two freshman
wa... a big part of the Panther win.
"The freshman really picked it up
tonight. They took the pre:.sure. Ir
you have a senior and freshman
who are equal in ability, and the
senior is ma.king mental errors, you
have to play the freshman." Ralston
said.
Ralston did some experimenting
with different line ups early on.
"We totally switched our lineup

See W1ERll Page11

Deanna Mclnty'l"AIJ,..•

Sherry Austin, a senior, elevates to spike the ball against IUPUI. The Panthers need five sets to capture their
ry of the young volleyball season.

Soccer opens seasons with similar results

\
r

Panthers rally behind Beth Aussin's big day
By Chad Verbals
Staff writer

The women's soccer team survived a
scare Tuesday against the University of
Wisconsin at Green Bay.
Tied 1-1 with just minutes to go senior
Amy Koudelka volleyed a pass just out of
reach of the rookie Phoenix goalie Heather
Friedman to win the game.
Bidding for her second goal of the day,
senior Beth Aussin ripped a shot that hit the
post Koudelka rebounded the shot off the
post and tapped the ball in the net
"Considering this was our first game and
they've (UWGB) had some exhibitions, I'm
pleased to come away with a 2-1 win,"
Panther head coach Steve Ballard said. 'The
girls came together and hung in there."
Aussio played an aggressive game taking
three shots on goal, scoring on one of them.

Ballard said he was
happy with the play of
Aussin and all the rest of
the veterans on the team.
't. .
µc:,
"She (Aussin) came
io .
through in the clutch, and
as Beth gets more fit
she'll even do better
Beth Aussin
things," be said. "She
came through in the
clutch which is what we need our veterans to
do."
Green Bay jumped out to an early lead
midway through the first half when a
deflected shot was redirected into the net by
Kim Woldt.
They carried that momentum with them
until early in the second half when Beth
Aussio took a shot that slipped past

~
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Czarnecki nets penalty shot in overtime
David Pump
Associate sports editor

There wasn't enough time in regulation
to senJe this one as Eastern defeated
Wisconsin-GreenBay 1-0 in overtime.
With the game scoreless beading into the
extra session. Eastern hit the back of the
nets on a penalty kick 1:58 into overtime.
Senior midfielder Mike Czarnecki
scored the deciding goal against the
Phoenix's sophomore goalkeeper Josh
Lynk.
Panther sophomore Ryan Waguespack
recorded the shutout on the road facing only
two shots.
Eastern (1-0) played ball control against
the young Phoenix team, holding them to
two shots in the contest
The Panther's took six shots, led by
senior forward Jeff Nix who took two shots.

men.
Seniors M
Kyle Mitte
Czarnecki all
along with
.......__ _ ___,, Scott AAIV'l'!ltm
Mike Cuirneclci victorious
Eastern
fouls and drew three yell
(Czarnecki, Tom Dillon and
the Phoenix's 18 and one yellow
aggressive game.
The Panthers got out of the
win, a feat it look last years team
to accomplish.
Eastern also avenged a loss 1
to Phoenix (0-1) on its Panther
ago.
Dayton will visit Lakeside

Former Panther hurler finding success in min
By Matt Wilson
Sports editor

When former Panther pitcher
Bobby Castelli went to Vermont to
play baseball. he didn't know he
was going to be learning a new Language.
Castelli said he couldn't believe
the number of Latin Americans and
people from the Dominican
Republic on the Vermont Expos.
''For all the clubs I played for the
players spoke English, so my
Spanish wasn't that peat. but I

'' ~~~~~~~~~~~

! havent had a day off in three weeks so it's a lot more time con-

suming (than Eastem) You put all of your time into baseball so
you don't have as much free time as people might think.
Bobby Castelli
Fonner Panther pitcher
~~~~~~~~~~~- ''
picked up some," Castelli said.
Eastern to go straight to the minors.
But learning a new language
Even though Castelli no longer
was the last lhing Castelli was wor- has to wony about going to classes,
ried about when the junior made the he said lhings in Vennoot have been
transition from playing baseball at busier lhan bis days as a Panaber.

"We have to play baseball every
single day," he said. "I haven't had
a day off in three weeks so it's a lot
more time consuming (than
Ea.-.tem.) You put all of your time
into baseball so you don't have as
much free time as people might
think."
Castelli had trouble adjusting to
all the work: his ann went through
day in and day out Because of this,
he said his first couple of starts
were rocky, but now he's used to
pitching every day.
In fact, Cutelli picked up his

first win of the season on
with a victory over Pi
win improved Castelli's
2 and his ERA dropped 10
While at Eastern,
used as a reliever and led
Valley Conference in
after his junior year
drafted in the fourth
Expos so he packed his
took off for Vermont
"I heard I was going
where in the top five (

